
 

South Australia Game Audio Jam 2021 Audio Usage License 

Terms of Usage 

All audio compositions (music / sounds / recordings / audio files) included in this South Australia 

Game Audio Jam 2021 (“SAGAJ21”) package are provided “as is,” free-of-charge to be used in the 

development of a video game. In the case that you use any of these files in your project, you must 

credit the artist of that audio composition in any releases (final, or non-final) of that video game. 

Examples of usage cases: 

• You CAN use any audio file as music or sound effects in your video game project, given that 

you credit the artist visibly in the game. 

• You CAN post videos, recordings, or streams of your game, which includes these SAGAJ21 

audio assets as integrated in the game. 

• You CAN use these audio assets for game development as an educational institution, but if 

so, you must direct your students or audience to the SAGAJ21 package and highlight which 

assets you used. 

• You CAN re-mix or alter the audio asset to then be used in your video game project, 

however you must credit the original artist as “Original Artist,” or “Original Composer” 

• You CANNOT include these audio compositions in example video game project 

files/packages that you distribute. If you would like your audience/students to use these 

audio assets in their copy of an example project, please direct them to the official 

Soundworlds SAGAJ21 download(s). 

• You CANNOT use these audio assets in a video, podcast, software, or any other product 

which is not a video game. 

• You CANNOT use any of these audio assets to create your own sample or music packs or any 

other form of paid or unpaid distribution outside of a video game. 

• You CANNOT redistribute any contents of this package in any way not authorized above. 

The copyright of each audio composition in the SAGAJ21 package belongs to its original artist or 

composer, and so if you would like to use that audio in a way that is outside these terms of usage, 

you will need to make an agreement with that artist/composer. 

Limitation of Liability 

Under no circumstance shall Soundworlds, or any of the contributing artists of the SAGAJ21 package 

be liable to you or any third parties for any direct or indirect losses or damages arising out of or in 

connection with your use of these audio compositions. 

Indemnification 

You agree to defend, indemnify, and hold Soundworlds and contributing artists of the SAGAJ21 

package harmless from and against any and all claims, damages, costs and expenses, including 

attorney’s fees, arising to your use of the SAGAJ21 package. 


